
The Lancet Value of Death Commission:

Bringing death back into life
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life experience
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death experience
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• 80% were dying at home…

• Death was familiar

1950s…
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• 80% die in institutions

• People no longer see death

2020s…



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death:

bringing death back into life

The reason for a Commission on death

Death, dying and grief 
are universal 

concerns

How people die 
has changed

Dying is prolonged, more 
people die in hospital, 

families and communities 
are not prepared



The Royal Marsden

death has 

disappeared
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people are anxious 
about dying



PARADOX

OPIOID ACCESS

DEATH IN INTENSIVE CARE



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death:

bringing death back into lifeDeath and dying in the 21st century

Life expectancy appear to be a success story 

BUT:

Millions still have serious health-related suffering 



The Lancet Commission

• Global – 12 countries

• Multiple disciplines

• Looked beyond palliative care and healthcare

• Explored gender, race and power

• Explored philosophy and economics
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medicine is doing too
much….



Treat each episode without considering the future

’
RESCUE MEDICINE



Dame 
Cicely 
Saunders

Hospice born 
in the 
UK…..1967

St Christophers Hospice



total pain

Physical

Psychological 

Social

Spiritual
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BIOMEDICINE



MANAGING 
SUFFERING & 

UNCERTAINTY

Palliative care



Patient 
experience 
mapped through 
the death system

End-of-life 
care system
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Lancet Commission
Realistic utopia – a radical vision

• Social determinants
•Relational care 
• Social networks
• Stories

Death and dying have value…….



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia 

1.The social determinants of 
death, dying, and grieving 
are tackled





       WHO 
        CARES? 



PROFESSIONAL CARERS

Care worker in London  = 13 euros per hour

Garbage collector in London  = 18 euros per hour



THERE IS AN URGENT 

NEED TO ATTEND TO 

GENDER 

AS A SOCIAL 

DETERMINANT OF DYING

Realistic Utopia

Lancet Commission Value of Death

Section 12



8760 

hours 

in a 

year



we trusted families to 

care and trained them? 

….

 what if…….
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Less likely to die at home

More likely to be admitted to hospital in 
last 3 months of life

Photo by Margaret Mitchell

Poverty



. “My home is 

not a nice 

place to live, 

she said, let 

alone a nice 

place to die.”
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12 years difference in life expectancy 
 4 stops on  London Central Line 



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia

2.Dying is understood to 
be a relational and 
spiritual process rather 
than a physiological 
event



WHAT matters to 

you if time is 

short?



EcoMap

WHO 

matters to you?
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family structures 
are 
changing
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loneliness is 

increasing



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia

3.Networks of care lead 
support for people dying, 
caring, and grieving



what would it take to support 

you to be cared for at 

home…. 

and how can your community 

help ?

ask about networks….
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Social 

network

Professional

 network

Patient network



Promote 

connection
+ =Self-

esteem

Death 

Anxiety

managing death anxiety

Reduce
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The quality and quantity of individuals’ 

social relationships 

has been linked to morbidity 

and mortality



The Royal Marsden

community services

are fragmented 
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Train citizens 

to become ‘Compassionate Neighbours’

Support people socially and practically at home

Aim: 

make the community 

a more compassionate 

place to live and die
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recognise the social nature of illness and dying

recognise wisdom in communities

loss affects everyone

Public health approach to palliative care
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It takes a village…….. 
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The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia

4.Conversations and 
stories about everyday 
death, dying, and grief 
become common



what are the stories?
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story
books
news
film and TV
social media
podcasts
comic
schools
faith groups
kitchen table

tellers

health carers

patients

children 

people
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earlier palliative care

means better life for longer
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not enough people 
are planning ahead



Stories Discussion Action



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia

5.Death is recognized as 
having value





The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death:

bringing death back into life
Key messages

1. Dying in the 21st century is a paradox.

2. Delusion that we are in control of nature.

3. Disadvantaged suffer most

4. Five principles of “realistic utopia” – a new vision of death and dying 

Radical changes across death systems are a collective responsibility.



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death:

bringing death back into life

Recommendations

• Relationships should be placed at the centre

• Partnership approach – care of the dying and 
grieving should not rest with health services 

• Death literacy must be developed for all

 



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death:

bringing death back into lifeRecommendations

• Community action

• Stories shared

• The importance of tradition
 



“   most of the suffering in 

this world comes about by 

leaving things 

unsaid…………”

                              Dostoyevsky
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